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I. GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
A. Date of Approval 
B. Department 
C. Course Number 
D. Course Title 
E. Course Outline Preparer 
F. Department Chairperson 
G. Dean 

II. COURSE SPECIFICS 
A. Hours 

B. Units 
C. Prerequisites 

Corequisites 
Advisories 

D. Course Justification 

E. Field Trips 
F. Method of Grading 
G. Repeatability 

III. CATALOGUE DESCRIPTION 

April 2013 
Foreign Languages 
RUSS lOB 
Cont. of Beg. Practical Spoken Russian 
Krista Hanson • 
Thomas Blair ~ ~ 
Bob Davis /1'4~ ~~ 

3 Weekly Lecture (52.5 total) 
2 Weekly Laboratory (35 total) 
3 
RUSS lOA or demonstration of RUSS lOA 
exit skills 
None 
None. 
Continuing course for students to practice oral 
skills 
No 
Letter, PassINo Pass 
o 

Second semester course. Extensive oral training in Russian. Emphasis on practical 
vocabulary and idiom rather than on formal grammar. 

IV. MAJOR LEARNING OUTCOMES 
Upon completion of this course a student will be able to: 
A. Understand spoken and written Russian at a basic level. 
B. Speak with grammatical and intonational accuracy and intelligible pronunciation. 
C. Manage simple transactional situations, such as getting directions, making purchases, 

sending letters, buying stamps, reading posted monetary exchange rates, telling time and 
attracting attention. 

D. Articulate knowledge of aspects of everyday Russian culture and cultural-linguistic 
norms and physical space. 

V.CONTENT 
A. Nouns 

1. Genitive singular (review) 
2. Uses of genitive case 
3. Accusative masculine animate nouns in singular 
4. Genitive and accusative plural, both animate and inanimate 
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5. Net plus genitive to express absence or non-existence 
6. Days of the week; am. and pm. 

B. Personal pronouns in genitive case 
C. Prepositions 

I. Prepositions u followed by the genitive case to express possession (review) 
2. Prepositions bez,dlja, do, iz, okolo, blizko ((ne)daleko), naprotiv, posle followed by 

the genitive in describing location (review) 
3. Prepositions v and na plus accusative with destinations and verbs of motion 
4. Preposition v in time expressions 
5. Prepositions s and do with time expressions 

D. Verbs 
I. The verb ljubit' plus accusative or infinitive(review) 
2. The verb jest' to express existence (review) 
3. Imperatives of verbs used to attract attention and give directions 
4. khotet' in present tense 
5. Reflexive verbs nadejat'sja, otkryvat'sja, zakryvat'sja, nachinat'sja, zakanchivat'sja, 

dlit'sja 
E. Adverbs 

I. Adverbs expressing motion: blizko, daleko, nedaleko, napravo, nalevo, prjamo 
(review) 

2. Adverbs xorosho, ploxo, prosto, tixo, gromko (review) 
F. Numbers I - 1,000 

I. Case after cardinal numbers: 
a. I; 21 - 1991 
b. 2-4; 22-24, etc. 
c. 5-20; 25-30, etc. 

2. Ordinal numbers 1st - 12th 
a. Nominative of ordinal numbers 
b. Genitive of ordinal number 

G. Cultural topics 
I. Reading theater, television schedules and buying tickets 
2. Reading train schedules and buying tickets 
3. Exchange of presents 

VI. INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGY 
A. Assignments 

1. In-class assignments: 
a. Study and application of grammar rules, such as conjugation of the reflexive verb 

nadejat'sja. 
b. Pronunciation exercises of Russian words and phrases. 
c. Performance of memorized dialogues from textbook. 
d. Listening to and analyzing Russian in songs and videos. 
e. Conversational practice in pairs and groups with props such as television 

schedules based on dialogues mastered. 
f. Question and answer exercises on grammatical topics such as the genitive case 

used with cardinal numbers. 
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g. Interpretation of Russian phrases and sentences in English. 
h. English-Russian translation exercises. 
1. Work with texts for reading and listening comprehension, including video 

materials. 
2. Out-of-class assignments: 

a. Study and application of grammar rules. 
b. Memorization of vocabulary and dialogues. 
c. Question and answer exercises on grammar, vocabulary and cultural topics such 

as giving presents. 
d. Language laboratory manual listening and spealdng practice. 
e. Written exercises in workbook and on handouts. 
f. Preparation of directed simple compositions that synthesize the Imowledge 

acquired. 
g. Readings of cultural information, such as etiquette relating to giving presents. 

B. Evaluation 
I. Oral testing: 

a. The student will spealc in Russian in response to questions and directions, and the 
instructor will assess the student's recall of required vocabulary relating to topics such as 
theater, television schedules; mastery of grammatical structures, such as the use of 
genitive case with absence or non-existence. 

b. Final examination including individual role-playing with instructor and 
performance offamiliar dialogue situations, based on dialogues studied and' 
vocabulary and grammar covered 

2. Written testing: 
a. Short printed quizzes to evaluate the student's mastery of grammar, vocabulary 

and cultural knowledge such as conventions relating to gift giving, through 
objective test questions to matching, fill-in and short answer responses. 

b. Comprehensive final examination on the vocabulary, syntax and themes studied 
during the semester. 

C. Textbooks and Other Instructional Materials 
Ukiah, Nick, Take Offin Russian, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2008. 
Russian lOB covers chapters 3 (review first 3 sections) through 5 

VII. Title 5 CLASSIFICATION 
CREDITIDEGREE APPLICABLE (meets all standards of Title 5. Section 55002(a)) 
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